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Beginning ASP.NET 4.5: in C# and VBWrox Press, 2012


	TO BUILD EFFECTIVE AND ATTRACTIVE database-driven websites, you need two things: a solid and fast framework to run your web pages on and a rich and extensive environment to create and pro- gram these web pages. With ASP.NET 4.5 and Visual Studio 2012 you get both. Together they form the platform to create dynamic and interactive websites.
...

		

Windows Vista: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Windows Vista: Beyond the Manual is a comprehensive guide to installing, configuring, exploiting, and using the richest Microsoft client operating system on the market. It guides you through the complexities of configuring and running a successful Windows Vista client computer. It also takes an in-depth look at the wealth of features and...

		

A Splendid Exchange: How Trade Shaped the WorldAtlantic Monthly Press, 2008
A sweeping narrative history of world trade--from Mesopotamia in 3000 B.C. to the firestorm over globalization today--that brilliantly explores trade's colorful and contentious past and provides new insights into its future

Adam Smith wrote that man has an intrinsic "propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for...






		

Paper Engineering and Pop-ups For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Paper Engineering & Pop-ups For Dummies covers a wide range of projects, from greeting cards to freestanding models. Easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions and dozens of accompanying diagrams help readers not only to complete the diverse projects in the book, but also master the skills necessary to apply their own creativity and create...


		

Reading, Writing, and Racism: Disrupting Whiteness in Teacher Education and in the ClassroomBeacon Press, 2021

	An examination of how curriculum choices can perpetuate White supremacy, and radical strategies for how schools and teacher education programs can disrupt and transform racism in education

	

	When racist curriculum “goes viral” on social media, it is typically dismissed as an isolated incident from a...


		

Photoshop CS4 Workflow: The Digital Photographer's GuideSybex, 2008
In this latest edition of his bestselling guide, expert digital photographer and author Tim Grey explains how proper workflow can alleviate repetitive parts of a project to allow you to focus on producing stunning results and he reveals expert tips and techniques that automate tasks, optimize output, and reduce time spent at the computer, and...





		

Network Management Know It All (Morgan Kaufmann Know It All)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book brings all of the elements of network management together in a single volume by the best and brightest experts in the field!     

       Network management refers to the activities, methods, procedures, and tools that pertain to the operation, administration, maintenance, and provisioning of networked systems, which includes...

		

Outlook 2007: Beyond the ManualApress, 2007
Many people use Outlook either by choice or by force, but few of them do more than scratch the surface of the personal information manager's many features. And after years of spending hours each day within Outlook, most users become at least proficient with its base features.
Outlook 2007: Beyond the Manual takes you to the next level,...


		

Digital Nature Photography and Adobe PhotoshopCourse Technology PTR, 2006
The digital nature photographer does more than just take pictures. He is part adventurer, part traveler, and part nature and wildlife observer - on top of being a skilled photographer. "Digital Nature Photography and Adobe® Photoshop®" addresses the unique challenges and needs of the digital nature photographer, combining an...





		

Hadoop: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Hadoop got its start in Nutch. A few of us were attempting to build an open source
	
		web search engine and having trouble managing computations running on even a
	
		handful of computers. Once Google published its GFS and MapReduce papers, the
	
		route became clear. They’d devised systems to solve precisely the...


		

Black Hat: Misfits, Criminals, and Scammers in the Internet AgeApress, 2004

	Homes are becoming increasingly wired and, thanks to Wi-Fi, unwired. Hackers can strike quickly and create disastrous results! These stories and follow-ups are a fascinating insight into the modern threats we all face in the techno jungle. Written by internationally recognized author, John Biggs, this book is an ideal read...


		

The Romanov Prophecy: A NovelBallantine Books, 2007
Ekaterinburg, Russia: July 16, 1918. Ten months have passed since Nicholas II's reign was cut short by revolutionaries. Tonight, the White Army advances on the town where the Tsar and his family are being held captive by the Bolsheviks. Nicholas dares to hope for salvation. Instead, the Romanovs are coldly and...
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